Thank you for expressing an interest in presenting within the Town Hall Innovation Series session at the upcoming Broadband Forum Summer Member Meeting in Incheon, South Korea.

The session will take place from 8:30AM – 12:30PM KST. Remote participation is available.

**Session Topic:** Smart Home and IoT

**When?** 8:30AM-12:30PM KST, Monday, June 17th 2024

**Where?** Incheon, South Korea

**Motivation:**
Broadband networks and services are an integral part of our digital lives. AI and ML technologies are opening up new possibilities for improving broadband network efficiency and reliability, with undisputed benefits for customers and Service Providers.

Taking place within the first day of the Broadband Forum Spring Member Meeting this session of the Town Hall Innovation Series (THIS) will explore the latest applications of these technologies, considering also security and regulatory implications.

**Description:**
The topic is **Smart Home and IoT** and papers are welcome across this broad subject matter including but not restricted to:

- Service provision and assurance
- CSPs/Network Operators revenue opportunities vs service accountability
- Privacy and security
- AI applications with on-prem to cloud interaction
- IoT devices proliferation and energy management
- Federation of Smart Home applications with Smart City projects
**General declaratory of THIS:**
The Town Hall Innovation Series host strategic themed discussions for each face-to-face meeting that:
- Align with BBF strategic vision
- Highlight industry trends
- Directly impacts or influences future BBF work

**Guidance for prospective speakers:**
Please send through the following information by COB Friday, May 3rd to this@broadband-forum.org
- Presentation title
- Presentation abstract (2–3 sentences)
- Speaker name, job title, bio and headshot
- Speaker contact number (to be used in technical emergency)
- Confirmation of in person presentation or virtual
- Desirable allocated time (typically 30-minute slots are allocated including some Q&A time at the end of the presentation)

Proposers will be informed if they were selected as speakers by COB Friday, May 10th. Final presentations should be submitted no later than COB Friday, June 7th. Please ensure presentations are sent in PowerPoint format.

If you have any further questions please email this@broadband-forum.org